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Output irradiance of tapered lightpipes
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A light cone efficiently transports, distributes, and concentrates the incoming radiation. I derive a formula for
the spatial irradiance (or illuminance) distribution at the exit aperture of a tapered light pipe. The theory is
demonstrated by Monte Carlo ray-tracing for lightpipes with light-emitting diodes at the input face. The analy-
sis is based on the addition of the radiation patterns of the multiple virtual sources that, as in a three-
dimensional kaleidoscope, are seen through a tapered light tube. Given its explicit dependence on the struc-
tural and optical parameters, this analysis may be a useful tool in the development and application of light
cones. © 2010 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 030.5620, 080.3685, 150.2950.
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. INTRODUCTION
n solid-state lighting, solar technology, and in other im-
ortant fields a lightpipe is a very useful component
1–14]. Lightpipes or mixing rods are optical transmission
lements that utilize reflection to reduce light losses and
o distribute the radiation [12–14]. A tapered lightpipe
lso has the important property of concentrating light
12–14]. The input and output ends of a tapered rod have
ifferent sizes. If the output is larger than the input, a ta-
ered lightpipe narrows the angular intensity distribu-
ion and increases the light-emitting area. In the opposite
ituation, when the exit aperture is smaller than the en-
rance, a tapered rod concentrates the light in a small il-
umination area and widens the angular intensity distri-
ution. In this paper I focus on lightpipes whose exit face
s larger than the entrance aperture.

In most applications a uniform illumination distribu-
ion is necessary [1,7–16]. To achieve a desired level of
niformity, several parameters of the mixing rod and the

ight source must be fitted. These tasks are usually per-
ormed via Monte Carlo ray-tracing, and most of the time
he optimization is based on rules of thumb and designer
xperience. The optimization can be performed or assisted
y analytic methods, because they provide a powerful con-
eptual framework and useful additional tools
2,3,8,10–17]. Calculating the output illumination distri-
ution by means of a mathematical formula avoids the
tatistical noise of ray-tracing, and allows the calculation
f derivatives and integrals. In this paper, I analytically
ompute the spatial irradiance distribution of a tapered
ightpipe with rectangular cross section (Fig. 1). The for-

ulas are valid for both solid and hollow lightpipes.
hese equations may be a useful design tool for experts of
ifferent fields because light cones are easy to manufac-
ure and suitable for many applications.

The first analytical treatment was reported by Chen
t al. for a “straight” lightpipe with square cross section
nd with one point source in the middle of the input [17].
hey viewed the lightpipe as a kaleidoscope, and they su-
erimposed at the output sub-regions of the irradiance
1084-7529/10/091985-9/$15.00 © 2
istribution that would be obtained without using a mix-
ng rod. A similar approach is the “images method.” If one
ooks through the lightpipe toward the light source, mul-
iple images of the source can be observed as in a kalei-
oscope. The “images method” adds the illumination dis-
ributions of the multiple virtual sources to calculate the
utput distribution of the mixing rod. The idea is equiva-
ent to that of Chen et al., but facilitates some calcula-
ions. Recently, based on this idea, an analytic approach
as reported by Cheng and Chern for a “straight” light-
ipe with rectangular cross section and with multiple
oint sources at the entrance [11]. Moreover, they showed
he wide range of design possibilities when the light
ource is an array of light-emitting diodes (LEDs). Just
hink about the millions of possible arrangements of im-
ges that can be seen through a kaleidoscope.
When using the images method, it is necessary to know

he location of each virtual source. For a “straight” rod,
hese images spread over a plane (two-dimensional sur-
ace) [11]. However, for a tapered lightpipe the images dis-
ribute over a three-dimensional (3D) surface. This fact
mmediately provokes a question: what is the shape of
his mesh of virtual sources?

The images are produced by the lightpipe walls, which
ehave as mirrors. The multiple images seen between two
irrors that sit at an angle to each other lie over a circle

18]. Using a tunnel diagram [13], it is easy to show that
he center of that circle is located at the imaginary inter-
ection of the mirrors. A tapered lightpipe can be viewed
s an assembly of four mirrors, in which each pair sits an
ngle to each other. Therefore, a 3D tunnel construction
hows that the array of images lies over a sphere (Fig. 2).
he center of the sphere is at the virtual intersection of

he four walls of the lightpipe. If the cross section is not a
quare but a rectangle, images spread over a section of a
orus [Fig. 2(c)]. A toroidal surface has two radii of curva-
ure. Each of these centers of curvature is located in the
irtual intersection of each pair of lightpipe walls. In the
implest case, when two of the walls are parallel, the vir-
ual images rest on a cylinder (a limiting case of a torus).
010 Optical Society of America
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. ANGULAR POSITION OF VIRTUAL
MAGES
or implementing the images method, it is necessary to
now the location of each virtual source. The exact posi-
ion of the images in a “straight” lightpipe is a multiple of
he distance between the source and each wall, i.e., the
jth image along x and y directions is located at [11,17]

xsi = ia + �− 1�ixs, ysj = jb + �− 1�jys,

here a and b are the width and height of the tube cross
ection, respectively. �xs ,ys� are the Cartesian coordinates
f the sth light source.

However, because the walls of a tapered lightpipe are
nclined, this task is simplified by using angles instead of
istances. The images are shifted at a multiple of the
ngle between the light source and each wall. In other
ords, the ijth image is displaced along x and y directions

Fig. 3(a)] by

�si = i�x + �− 1�i arctan�xs/Rx�,

�sj = j�y + �− 1�j arctan�ys/Ry�, �1�

here �xs ,ys� are the Cartesian coordinates of the sth
ource [Fig. 3(b)]. Rx and Ry are the two radii of curvature
f the array of images from a source in the middle of the
ntrance (xs=0, ys=0), and along x and y directions, i.e.,
x= �dxH / �Dx−dx�� and Ry= �dyH / �Dy−dy��. All these coor-
inates and parameters are illustrated in Fig. 3. �x and

ig. 1. (Color online) Diagram of a tapered lightpipe with a
ight source in the entrance. This figure also shows the irradi-
nce (or illuminance) spatial distribution that would be mea-
ured or projected in a screen at the exit aperture of the
ightpipe.

ig. 2. (Color online) (a) Schematic that depicts what is viewed
rom the output of the lightpipe, an array of virtual images of the
ight source. (b), (c) 3D locus of the virtual sources of a lightpipe
ith square and rectangular cross section.
y are the angles between each pair of walls along x and y
irections, respectively, i.e., �x=2 arctan��Dx−dx� /2H�
nd �y=2 arctan��Dy−dy� /2H�. H is the lightpipe length,
x�dy is the input size, and the output size is Dx�Dy

Fig. 3(c)]. The notation used in the paper is listed in Ap-
endix A.
The Cartesian coordinates of the ijth image are de-

uced by using a 3D tunnel diagram. It must be noted
hat each pair of mirrors not only rotates every image
hrough a circle, but also rotates the images of the other
perpendicular) pair of mirrors. This key point indicates
hat, in general, the image placement is not the result of a
imple rotation along the x and y axes. It is the result of
onsecutive rotations along rotated axes. Therefore, the
artesian coordinates of the ijth image are obtained by
sing spherical trigonometry. These coordinates are intro-
uced in the next section after the irradiance formula.

. IRRADIANCE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION
he output irradiance or illuminance (W/m2 or lm/m2) is

he power distribution that illuminates the exit face of the
ightpipe [Fig. 3(b)]. To compute the output irradiance, I

odel the lightpipe as an array of light sources composed
f real and virtual emitters. In this way, the irradiance
istribution EL is the superposition of irradiances due to
ach real and image source, i.e., it is the sum of the irra-
iances due to the “sources” that are visible from the out-
ut:

EL = � Esources + � Eimages. �2�

s usually happens with LEDs the source size is small,
nd the spatial irradiance distribution of each source can
e approximated by [19,20]

Es�X,Y,Z� =
Z

�X2 + Y2 + Z2�3/2Is��s�X,Y,Z��. �3�

t is the irradiance over every point �X ,Y� on a plane at
istance Z from the light source. Angle �s is the view
ngle of the source, subtended by an illuminated point
X ,Y�. Here Is��� is the radiant (or luminous) intensity
W/sr or lm/sr) of the source, which can be easily modeled
nd measured for most LEDs [19,20]. If the intensity is
imulated with cosine functions (e.g., Is���=I0 cos � for
ambertian LEDs), it must be made zero at angles larger

han 90 °. For example, Is���=I0���cos � for Lambertian
EDs, where I0���90° �=I0 and I0���90° �=0. In addi-
ion, note that a lightpipe with an extended light source
n the input can be simulated if an appropriate source

odel is used instead of Eq. (3).
If a light source is located in �xs ,ys ,zs�, or in general if

he ijth image of the sth source is located in �xsij ,ysij ,zsij�,
s must be shifted, i.e., Es�x−xsij ,y−ysij ,z−zsij�. This is

he irradiance over every point �x ,y� on the output plane
t distance z from the lightpipe input due to a source lo-
ated in �xsij ,ysij ,zsij�. The same shift happens with the
iew angle, i.e., �s�x−xsij ,y−ysij ,z−zsij�. For simplicity of
otation I write it as �sij�x ,y ,z�; the particular value

is shown in Fig. 3(a). In general, this angle is
s�−1�0
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�sij�x,y,z� = arccos�n� ij · �r� − r�sij�

�n� ij��r� − r�sij�
� . �4�

ere r� is the location vector of the output point �x ,y ,z�,
sij is the location vector of the ijth image of the sth
ource, and n� ij is the normal vector of the ijth image of the
nput plane.

If the array of images is a sphere of radius R, Eq. (4)
an be simplified to

sij�x,y,z�

= arccos�x0ij�x − xsij� + y0ij�y − ysij� + �z0ij + R��z − zsij�

R	�x − xsij�2 + �y − ysij�2 + �z − zsij�2 � ,

�5�

here �x0ij ,y0ij ,z0ij� is the location of the ijth image of a
ource located in the center of the input face (xs=0, ys=0),
nd R= �dH / �D−d�� for a square cross section lightpipe.
or Eq. (5), the origin of the coordinate system is located
t the center of the entrance [Fig. 3(a)].
On the other hand, if the array of images is a cylinder

f radius R, Eq. (4) becomes—if the cylinder axis is along
he y-direction—

�sij�x,y,z� = arccos� x0i�x − xsi� + �z0i + R��z − zsi�

R	�x − xsi�2 + �y − ysj�2 + �z − zsi�2� ,

�6a�

nd if the cylinder axis is the x axis

�sij�x,y,z� = arccos� y0j�y − ysj� + �z0j + R��z − zsj�

R	�x − xsi�2 + �y − ysj�2 + �z − zsj�2� .

�6b�

ere �x0i ,y0j ,z0i� and �x0i ,y0j ,z0j� are the location coordi-
ates of the ijth image of a central source (xs=0, ys=0) in
qs. (6a) and (6b), respectively.

ig. 3. (Color online) Geometry and coordinate system for calcu
artesian coordinates of the sth source at the entrance plane. (c
Let me now turn to the equations of irradiance distri-
ution for the three basic lightpipe geometries: square
ross section (sphere of images), rectangular cross section
torus of images), and (when two walls are parallel) cylin-
er of images. I begin with the simplest case, a lightpipe
ith only two tapered walls.

. Two Walls are Parallel: Cylinder of Images
f only two walls are tapered it means that dx=Dx or dy
Dy. As I explained before, a 3D tunnel construction
hows that the array of images lies over a cylinder.

The output irradiance distribution EL is the superposi-
ion of irradiances due to each source, and virtually due to
ach image. Therefore, for an array of K sources in the in-
ut, the irradiance distribution at the lightpipe output is,
f dy=Dy,

EL�x,y� = �
s=1

K

�
i=−N−x

Nx

�
j=−N

N

��i�+�j�Es�x − xsi,y − ysj,H − zsi�,

�7a�

nd, if dx=Dx,

EL�x,y� = �
s=1

K

�
i=−N

N

�
j=−N−y

N+y

��i�+�j�Es�x − xsi,y − ysj,H − zsj�,

�7b�

here −Dx /2�x�Dx /2 and −Dy /2�y�Dy /2. For sim-
licity, the origin of the coordinate system is placed at the
enter of the input face [Fig. 3(a)], and then the output
lane is at z=H. N±x is the number of images that are vis-
ble along the ±x direction from the lightpipe output, and

±y along the ±y direction. These numbers are given by
qs. (B1) and (B2) in Appendix B. Number N is given by
qs. (B3) and (B4) in Appendix B. Es�x ,y ,z� is the irradi-
nce distribution produced by the sth light source. If the
ource size is small, E can be represented by Eq. (3), and

of irradiance distribution. (a) Angular shift along x-direction. (b)
lightpipe parameters.
lation
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he view angle �sij is given by Eq. (6a) or (6b). The irradi-
nce of each image is weighted by the ��i�+ �j��th power of
he reflectivity � of the side walls of the lightpipe. For hol-
ow lightpipes this is the reflectivity of the metal coating,
hich in the case of aluminum is about 90% in the visible

pectrum. For solid lightpipes, the reflection is mostly de-
ermined by total internal reflection, which is for practical
urposes 99.9% [7]. However, the reflectivity can be low
ear the lightpipe input because the angle of incidence of
ays at the walls close to the source can be smaller than
he critical angle. This can be avoided by adding a reflect-
ng coating in one small part of the walls, close to the in-
ut.
The Cartesian coordinates of the ijth image of the sth

ight source are, if dx=Dx,

xsi = idx + �− 1�ixs, ysj = Rsy sin �sj, zsj = Rsy cos �sj − R,

�8�

nd, if dy=Dy,

ig. 4. (Color online) Irradiance distribution at the output of a
ollow tapered rod with two parallel walls (dx=3, dy=3, Dx=6,
y=dy, H=4, �=0.9). One Lambertian LED is placed at the cen-

er of the input face. (a) Irradiance pattern obtained with Eq. (7a)
nd (7b). (b) Irradiance pattern generated with ray-tracing using
07 rays. (c) Detailed comparison between (a) and (b) along x− di-
ection and y=0. (d) Also compares the irradiance distributions

6
ut with only 10 rays.
xsi = Rsx sin �si, ysj = jdy + �− 1�jys, zsi = Rsx cos �si − R.

�9�

ere Rsx= �xs
2+R2�1/2 and Rsy= �ys

2+R2�1/2. The angular co-
rdinates �si and �sj are given by Eq. (1), with Rx=R or
y=R.
In order to close this section, Eq. (7a) is used in the ex-

mples illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5. These figures show
he irradiance distribution at the output of a hollow ta-
ered rod with parameters: dx=3, dy=3, Dx=6, Dy=dy,
=4, �=0.9. Figure 4 is for a lightpipe with one Lamber-

ian LED located at the center of the input face, i.e., in
xs=0, ys=0). For illustrative purposes, we model the LED
s a point source, i.e., we use Eq. (3) for this and the fol-
owing figures. In Fig. 5 the LED is placed at one corner of
he input face (xs=1.5, ys=1.5). For comparison purposes,
oth figures include the irradiance pattern generated
ith Monte Carlo ray-tracing. The match between theory
nd ray-tracing indicates that Eqs. (7a) and (7b) are exact
olutions.

. Square Cross Section: Sphere of Images
he shape of the input and output faces is squared if dx
dy=d and Dx=Dy=D. For this lightpipe geometry the ar-
ay of source images is a sphere [Fig. 2(b)].

For a cylinder of images the solution was relatively
asy, but the square cross section adds an additional com-
lication. As an observer views the sphere of images
hrough the lightpipe, each image can be seen only

ig. 5. (Color online) Output irradiance distribution of a hollow
apered rod with two parallel walls (dx=3, dy=3, Dx=6, Dy=dy,
=4, �=0.9). One Lambertian LED is placed at one corner of the

nput face �xs=1.5,ys=1.5�. (a) Irradiance pattern obtained with
q. (7a) and (7b). (b) Irradiance pattern generated with ray-

racing, using 107 rays. (c) Detailed comparison between (a) and
b) along x− direction and y=0.
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hrough a specific wall or through a group of virtual walls.
he result is a set of windows allowing visualization of
ach image source rather than a virtual space freely
howing all image sources (see Fig. 6). The problem is
hat the exact position of every source depends on the ob-
ervation point. Even more, at particular places some im-
ge points are not visible from the output. The exact so-
ution seems to be complex. To overcome such difficulty, I
implify this multiple window effect by taking into ac-
ount only the main windows, i.e., by considering only the
our real walls instead of all virtual walls.

As stated before, the output irradiance distribution is
he sum of the irradiance distribution from each image
ource. Now, the array of virtual sources is partitioned
nto two sub-arrays and their contributions are added
eparately. The idea is that a pupil function W simulates
he window effect for the four lateral walls.

Therefore, for an array of K sources in the input, the
rradiance distribution at the lightpipe output �z=H� is

EL�x,y� = �
s=1

K

�
i=−N−x

N+x

�
j=−N−y

N+y

��i�+�j�hij�W1sijEs�x − x1sij,y

− y1sj,H − z1sij� + W2sijEs�x − x2si,y − y2sij,H

− z2sij��, �10�

here −D /2�x ,y�D /2. The number of images that are
isible from the lightpipe output, N±x and N±y, are given
y Eqs. (B1) and (B2) in Appendix B. Es is the irradiance
istribution produced by the sth light source. If the source
ize is small, Es can be represented by Eq. (3). The view
ngle �sij is given by Eq. (5), where (xsij=x1sij, ysij=y1sj,
sij=z1sij) for the first sub-array of images, and (xsij=x2si,
sij=y2sij, zsij=z2sij) for the second sub-array.

ig. 6. (Color online) Virtual windows effect: As an observer
iews the sphere of images through the lightpipe, each image can
e seen only through a specific wall or set of virtual walls. Dark
red online) lines show the four primary windows, light (blue on-
ine) lines the secondary virtual windows.
The irradiance of each image is weighted by the ��i�
�j��th power of the reflectivity � of the side walls of the

ightpipe. The term hij is a simple function that helps to
ake Eq. (10) a compact expression; it is h00=1/2 and

ij=1 for all other values of ij. For example, it can be hij
1/ �2−A��i�+ �j���, where A�0�=0 and A���=1 for all other
alues of �.

The coordinates of the ijth image of the sth light source
hat are seen through the pair of walls 1 (along the
-direction), are

x1sij = Rs�xs,Ajys�cos�Aj�sj�sin �si,

y1sj = Rs�Ajxs,ys�sin �sj,

z1sij = Rs�xs,Ajys�cos�Aj�sj�cos �si − R, �11�

nd for the other two windows are

x2si = Rs�xs,Aiys�sin �si,

y2sij = Rs�Aixs,ys�cos�Ai�si�sin �sj,

z2sij = Rs�Aixs,ys�cos�Ai�si�cos �sj − R, �12�

here Rs�xs ,ys�= �xs
2+ys

2+R2�1/2. The function A� is a uni-
ary function, i.e., it is A0=0 and A�=1 for all other values
f �. The angular coordinates �si and �sj are given by Eq.
1).

Window functions are defined as

W1sij = 
1 if V1sij � 0

0 if V1sij 	 0�, and

W2sij = 
1 if V2sij � 0

0 if V2sij 	 0� �13�

here

V1sij = Sign�i�Sign�j��x1sij��z + R�Cj − yH�

+ y1sj�xH − �z + R�Ci� + �z1sij + R��yCi − xCj�,

�14a�

V2sij = − Sign�i�Sign�j��x2si��z + R�Cj − yH�

+ y2sij�xH − �z + R�Ci� + �z2sij + R��yCi − xCj�.

�14b�

ere C�=0.5�D-d�Sign���. Function Sign gives three pos-
ible values, i.e., Sign�0�=0, Sign�−����=−1, and
ign�����=+1.
In order to illustrate this analysis, Eq. (10) is used in

he examples shown in Figs. 7 and 8. These figures show
he irradiance distribution at the output of a hollow ta-
ered rod. For comparison purposes, both figures include
he irradiance pattern generated with Monte Carlo ray-
racing. Parameters in Fig. 7 are: d=3, D=6, H=4,
=0.9. This figure shows the irradiance pattern for a

ightpipe with one Lambertian LED located at four differ-
nt locations in the input face. It must be noted that Eq.
10) is very accurate when the source is placed near the
ptical axis [Fig. 7(a)], but it is not exact when the light
ource is near a corner [Fig. 7(d)]. The accuracy in the cor-
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ers can be improved if the effect of secondary windows is
ncorporated in the model (a task that opens a challenge
or further research). Parameters in Fig. 8 are: d=3, D
6, H=18, �=0.9. This figure shows the effect of many
indows because the lightpipe is long, and so many im-
ges are generated. It can be seen that secondary virtual
indows are responsible for fine details in the irradiance
attern.

. Rectangular Cross Section: Torus of Images
he shape of the input and output faces is rectangular if
x�dy and Dx�Dy. For this lightpipe geometry the array
f source images is a torus [Fig. 2(c)].

As I explained in Subsection 3.B, there is a set of win-
ows limiting the visualization of each image source.
nce again, to overcome such difficulty, the multiple win-
ow effect is simplified by taking into account only the
ain windows, i.e., by considering only the four real walls

nstead of all virtual walls.
The output irradiance distribution is the sum of the ir-

adiance distribution from each image source. Once more,
he array of virtual sources is partitioned into two sub-

ig. 7. (Color online) Output irradiance distribution of a square
ross section tapered rod (d=3, D=6, H=4, �=0.9). One Lamber-
ian LED is placed at different places of the input face. (a) LED is
ocated at the center of the entrance �xs=0,ys=0�. (b) LED is
laced at �xs=1.5,ys=0�. (c) LED is placed at �xs=0.75,ys=0.75�.
d) LED is placed at one corner of the input face �xs=1.5,ys
1.5�. The ray-tracing uses 107 rays.
rrays and their contributions are added separately. A pu-
il function W simulates the window effect for the four
indows. Therefore, for an array of K sources in the in-
ut, the irradiance distribution at the lightpipe output
z=H� is

EL�x,y� = �
s=1

K

�
i=−N−x

N+x

�
j=−N−y

N+y

��i�+�j�hij�W1sijEs�x − x1sij,y

− y1sj,H − z1sij� + W2sijEs�x − x2si,y − y2sij,H

− z2sij��. �15�

ote that this function is in fact Eq. (10), but it is a func-
ion of different parameters. Here −Dx /2�x�Dx /2 and
Dy /2�y�Dy /2. The number of images that are visible

rom the lightpipe output, N±x and N±y, are given by Eqs.
B1) and (B2) in Appendix B. Es is the irradiance distri-
ution produced by the sth light source. If the source size
s small, the irradiance can be represented by Eq. (3). The
iew angle � , for the first sub-array of images, is

ig. 8. (Color online) Output irradiance distribution of a square
ross section tapered rod (d=3, D=6, H=18, �=0.9). One Lam-
ertian LED is placed at the center of the input face. (a) Irradi-
nce pattern obtained with Eq. (10). (b) Irradiance pattern gen-
rated with ray-tracing using 2�107 rays. (c) Irradiance pattern
y using 107 rays. (d) Detailed comparison between (a) and (b)
long x−direction and y=0.
sij
�sij�x,y,z� = arccos� X10ij�x − x1sij� + Y10j�y − y1sj� + Z10ij�z − z1sij�

	X10ij
2 + Y10j

2 + Z10ij
2	�x − x1sij�2 + �y − y1sj�2 + �z − z1sij�2� , �16a�

here X10ij=x10ij− �Rx−Ry�sin �0i, Y10j=y10j, and Z10ij=z10ij+Rx− �Rx−Ry�cos �0i. Here �x10ij ,y10j ,z10ij� is the location of
he ijth image (through the window pair 1) of a source located in the center of the input face (xs=0, ys=0). Similarly, the
iew angle for sub-array 2 is

�sij�x,y,z� = arccos� X20i�x − x2si� + Y20ij�y − y2sij� + Z20ij�z − z2sij�

	X20i
2 + Y20ij

2 + Z20ij
2	�x − x2si�2 + �y − y2sij�2 + �z − z2sij�2� , �16b�
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here X20i=x20i, Y20ij=y20ij− �Ry−Rx�sin �0j, and Z20ij
z20ij+Ry− �Ry−Rx�cos �0j.
The irradiance of each image is weighted by the ��i�

�j��th power of the reflectivity � of the side walls of the
ightpipe. Term hij is a simple function that helps to make
q. (15) compact; it is h00=1/2 and hij=1 for all other val-
es of ij.
The coordinates of the ijth image of the sth light source

hat are seen along the x-direction through the pair 1 of
alls are

x1sij = �Rsi − Rsj�sin �si + Rsj cos�Aj�sj�sin �si,

y1sj = Rsj� sin �sj,

z1sij = �Rsi − Rsj�cos �si + Rsj cos�Aj�sj�cos �si − Rx,

�17a�

nd along the y-direction, through pair 2 are

x2si = Rsi� sin �si, y2sij = �Rsj − Rsi�sin �sj

+ Rsi cos�Ai�si�sin �sj,

z2sij = �Rsj − Rsi�cos �sj + Rsi cos�Ai�si�cos �sj − Ry.

�17b�

ere Rsi= �Aixs
2+ys

2+Rx
2�1/2, Rsi� = �xs

2+Aiys
2+Rx

2�1/2, Rsj= �xs
2

Ajys
2+Ry

2�1/2, and Rsj
/ = �Ajxs

2+ys
2+Ry

2�1/2. Function A� is a
nitary function, i.e., it is A0=0 and A�=1 for all other
alues of �. The angular coordinates �si and �sj are given
y Eq. (1).
Window functions are defined as:

Wnsij = 
1 if Vnsij � 0

0 if Vnsij 	 0�, n = 1,2 �18�

here

Vnsij = �− 1�n+1Sign�i�Sign�j��Xnsij�zCj − YjH�

+ Ynsj�XiH − zCi� + znsij�YjCi − XiCj��, n = 1,2

�19�

ere Ci=0.5�Dx-dx�Sign�i� and Cj=0.5�Dy-dy�Sign�j�. And
nsij=xnsij−0.5dxSign�i�, Ynsij=ynsij−0.5dySign�j�, Xi=x
0.5dxSign�i�, and Yj=y−0.5dySign�j�. Function Sign
ives three possible values: Sign�0�=0, Sign�−����=−1,
nd Sign�����=+1.
Figure 9 illustrates this subsection. This figure shows

he irradiance distribution at the output of a hollow ta-
ered rod with one Lambertian LED located in the central
oint. For comparison purposes, the irradiance pattern
enerated with Monte Carlo ray-tracing is included. Pa-
ameters in Fig. 9 are dx=3, dy=4, Dx=6, Dy=7, �=0.9.

. SUMMARY
n summary, I derived a formula for the irradiance distri-
ution of a tapered lightpipe that explicitly depends on
he structural and optical parameters. Three equations
re reported for the three possible lightpipe geometries:
quare cross section, rectangular cross section, and two
arallel walls. These formulas were obtained by adding
he radiation patterns of the multiple virtual sources
hat, as in a kaleidoscope, are seen through the lightpipe.
he analysis was verified by Monte Carlo ray-tracing.
Further research and applications of this analysis in-

lude: (A) A study of tapered lightpipes with polygonal
ross sections, e.g., a hexagonal cross-section. (B) Deter-
ination of a precise formula, when the source is located

n the corner, by considering secondary windows. (C) Op-
imization of illumination uniformity and color mixing,
.g., by finding the optimal source locations when using
n array of LEDs as the primary source. A simple optimi-
ation method can find the illumination uniformity condi-
ion of a spherical array of LEDs [21]. (D) A tolerance
nalysis, e.g., the effect of variations in the radiation pat-
ern shape of the light source [22]. (E) Analysis of “smart”
ightpipes using LED arrays. There are millions of pos-
ible irradiance patterns that can be adaptively generated
y individually modulating each LED [23]. (F) Analysis of
solar concentrator, i.e., a tapered lightpipe with the out-
ut face smaller than the input face. In this case the vir-
ual sources point toward the center of the locus of images
cylinder, sphere, or torus), and then a different deriva-
ion is required, e.g., changing the signs of some equa-
ions is necessary.

PPENDIX A: NOTATION
L Irradiance at the exit aperture of the

lightpipe
s Irradiance of the sth source placed at en-

trance of lightpipe
Reflectance of internal walls of the lightpipe


x�N
y� Number of visible images along 
x�
y�
direction
Number of real light sources

ig. 9. (Color online) Irradiance distribution at the exit face of a
ectangular cross section tapered rod, where the parameters are
x=3, dy=4, Dx=6, Dy=7, and �=0.9. One Lambertian LED is
laced at the center of the input face. Figure shows the irradi-
nce pattern obtained with both Eq. (15) and ray-tracing for (a)
ne tube with length H=5, (b) a tube with length H=10. The ray-
racing uses 107 rays.
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x ,y� Cartesian coordinates of a point in the out-
put plane

xs ,ys� Cartesian coordinates of the sth source
placed at entrance aperture

xsij ,ysij ,zsij� In general, the Cartesian coordinates of the
ijth image of the sth source

sij View angle of a light source image sub-
tended by an exit point �x ,y�

si��sj� Angular placement of virtual sources along
x�y� direction
Lightpipe length

x�dy� Lightpipe input size along x�y� direction

x�Dy� Lightpipe output size along x�y� direction

x�Ry� Radius of curvature of the array of images
along x�y� direction

x��y� Angle between the pair of pipe walls along
x�y� direction

1sij�W2sij� Window functions for the pair of walls along
x�y� direction

PPENDIX B: NUMBER OF VISIBLE
MAGES
ot all image sources are visible from the lightpipe out-
ut. Only a finite number of images must be considered in
he equation for the irradiance spatial distribution. I out-
ine the derivation of such a number in this appendix.

In Eqs. (7a), (7b), (10), and (15) the indices ij are
=−N−x ,−�N−x−1� , . . . ,−1,0,1, . . . , �N+x−1� ,N+x, and
=−N−y ,−�N−y−1� , . . . ,−1,0,1, . . . , �N+y−1� ,N+y. Param-
ter N±x is the number of images that are visible along
he ±x direction from the lightpipe output, and N±y along
he ±y direction. Two considerations must be made to cal-
ulate the number of images: (a) The output point �x ,y�
hat can see the farthest image is at one side, i.e., the
oint �x= ±Dx /2 ,y=0� along the x-direction, and �x=0,y
±Dy /2� along the y-direction. (b) The view angle of the

ast visible image must be less than 90 °, i.e., �sij	90°.
hese considerations are illustrated in Fig. 10 for the
lane xz. Using Eq. (1), the angle �sN+x

along the
-direction is

�sN+x
= N+x�x + �− 1�N+x arctan�xs/Rx�.

onsideration (b) means that �sN+x
	�x, which leads to

N+x 	
�x − �− 1�N+x arctan�xs/Rx�

�x
.

ecause �sN+x
is an upper limit, then �s�N+x+1���x, which

eads to

N+x �
�x + �− 1�N+x arctan�xs/Rx�

�x
− 1.

nd equivalent inequalities can be deduced for N−x.
Finally, again using Eq. (1), for angle �s0 it can be noted

hat � 	� /2, which leads to
s0 x
arctan�xs/Rx�

�x
	

1

2
.

fter some algebra with these inequalities, it can be de-
uced that the number of visible images is given by

N±x = Integer��x ± �− 1�Round��x/�x�+1 arctan�xs/Rx�

�x
� ,

�B1�

nd

N±y = Integer��y ± �− 1�Round��y/�y�+1 arctan�ys/Ry�

�y
� ,

�B2�

here

�x = arccos
� xs
2 + Rx

2

�H + Rx�2 + Dx
2/4�0.5� +

�x

2
,

�y = arccos
� ys
2 + Ry

2

�H + Ry�2 + Dy
2/4�0.5� +

�y

2

Integer�Q�” is the lower integer part of Q; e.g.,
nteger�7.8�=7. “Round�Q�” is Q rounded to the nearest
nteger. Rx is the curvature radius along the x-direction,
nd Ry along the y-direction. I verified Eqs. (B1) and (B2)
ith many numerical computations.
Subsection 3.A includes an additional parameter for

he number of visible images through the pair of parallel
alls. In theory N is infinitum, but for practical purposes

t must be finite. As stated in Section 3, the irradiance due
o each image is weighted by the ��i�+ �j��th power of the
eflectivity � of the side walls of the lightpipe. Therefore, I
efine N as that number that weights the irradiance by a

ig. 10. (Color online) Geometry used to derive the maximum
umber of visible images N±x along x-direction.
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actor �0; e.g., for images along the y-direction, ��i�+�N�=�0.
he number of images visible along the y-direction, for
q. (7a) is

N = Round� log �0

log �
� − �i�, �B3�

and along the x-direction, for Eq. (7b) is

N = Round� log �0

log �
� − �j�. �B4�

n Subsection 3.A a value of �0=0.1 was selected to plot
igs. 4 and 5.
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